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ABSTRACT 
 

The present investigation is directed toward 
the solution of one of the most urgent 
problems of contemporary Russian orthoepy 
and culture of speech - the problem of 
detecting the specific character of 
pronunciation of words, which relate to 
different layers of the lexical system of the 
Russian language, the problem of studying the 
changing orthoepic standard and the problem 
of describing the contemporary Russian 
language from the point of view of the 
pronunciation of the phonetic periphery. 

 

1. INTRODUCTION 
Outside Russia the problems of Russian 
orthoepy are virtually not examined, remaining 
the prerogative of Russian scholars. However, 
in the works of Russian linguists these 
problems are elaborated not very actively. In a 
certain sense this is explained by the 
complexity of the observation of speech 
production, and by the excessive agility of the 
very subject of study and by the significant 
labor expense of the process of observation. 
Reliable data, which concern the direction of 
changes in Russian literary pronunciation, can 
be obtained only on a sound experimental 
base. Conducting experiments even in the 
smallest circle of vocabulary occupies now and 
then several years, and the results - in the form 
of specific recommendations for a new 
orthoepic dictionary - can prove to be obsolete 
already at the moment they are obtained. All 
this results in a constant delay in orthoepic 
codification from the real motion of 
pronouncing standard and hampers the process 
of its study. However, interest in the orthoepy 
of the language periphery arose in domestic 
research only most recently. 
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. THEORETICAL BASE OF 
THE INVESTIGATION 

 of the important objects of the primary 
etic description of any language is, first of 
the so-called lexical massif of this 

uage. The same massif serves as material 
different types of automated systems of 
uage processing and as object of teaching 
he foreign language classroom. In the 
er of attention of researchers or instructors 
 of all turns out to be the nucleus of the  
al system, to which is opposed the so-
d language periphery. For this nucleus are 
ted special dictionaries and are developed 
us rules (described in these dictionaries, 

eference books and in grammars) of the 
tioning of lexical units at all levels of 
uage structure. This situation is also 
acteristic for the contemporary Russian 
uage. Though this approach to the 
uage material is valid, one cannot fail to 
 two essential moments. 

, the imperative need of developing these 
oepic rules has become imminent 
cially for the language periphery, which in 
t, until now has not been the subject of 
ial linguistic study. The peripheral 
bulary – loan-words, compounds, 
jections, onomatopoeia, toponyms, terms, 
rent types of abbreviation, etc. - in view of 
specific character of the contemporary 
uage, requires inclusion in all banks of 
uage data, including phonetic, and in the 
rse automated systems for processing 
uage material (recognition and synthesis of 
ch, automatic transcription of text and so 
), and also in instructional materials for 
foreign language classroom (newspaper 
, terms of various sciences, vocabulary, 
h relates to the sphere of the 
emporary political and economic life, in 
h the newest loan-words from different 
uages occupy a significant place, etc.). 
erial of this type often proves to be 
heral not only in the lexical (first of all 
 the point of view of its frequency, 
stic nuance or sphere of use), but also in 



orthoepic sense. In other words, this material is 
frequently not subject to the established 
phonetic laws and sometimes constitutes an 
exception. Whereas for diverse practical 
purposes it is necessary to represent the 
phonemic models of all such words. The same 
relates also to the task of the correct setting of 
their pronunciation in the foreign language 
classroom. All this forces us to turn to 
orthoepic studies in the peripheral zone of the 
lexical system of language. 

In the second place, even in the language 
nucleus it is possible to isolate a so-called 
"supernucleus" - a layer of superhigh-
frequency vocabulary (connective words, 
numerals, some adverbs or verbal forms), 
which steadily undergoes a strong reduction in 
the speech process and functions 
predominantly not in its "ideal" phonetic 
appearances, but in its reduced versions, 
sometimes even more widespread and familiar, 
than the "ideal", "dictionary" ones (e.g. 
seychás – [š:'ás], pyat'desyát –[p'ijs'át], govorít 
- [g(ъ)r'ít] etc.). For many practical and, in 
particular, didactic, purposes it seems to be 
necessary to differentiate in this case the rules 
of realization of the phonemic models of such 
words. In applied systems, which use 
language, this must be comprehensive lists of 
exceptions, in which word-by-word orthoepic 
commentaries are assigned to the functional 
units, up to complete transcriptions of each 
word with the hierarchically regulated versions 
of its pronunciation. In exactly the same 
manner in the foreign language classroom, in a 
certain stage of instruction in the Russian 
language, it is necessary to introduce the rules 
of this living word usage or at least to roughly 
acquaint students with all permissible forms of 
these words in  normative colloquial speech. 

3. CONCLUSIONS 
The lexical system of the contemporary 
Russian language is, thus, not a usual dyad 
(nucleus - periphery), but a triad: the language 
periphery - the basic vocabulary of language – 
the "supernucleus" (in other words, rare lexical 
entries or low-frequency words - commonly 
used words - superhigh-frequency words). The 
settled orthoepic rules, which sufficiently well 
work on the basic lexical massif, do not always 
operate on the polar zones of the system – the 
"supernucleus" and the vocabulary of the 
language periphery. This makes it possible to 
combine these zones under the concept of ‘the 
phonetic periphery of language’ and to pose 
the problem of their orthoepic description. 
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urgency of this direction of study is 
rmined by the fact that the object of 
tion in this case is spontaneous speech, 
h is the primary form of language from 
oint of view of its origin and significance 

man. The urgency of the study of the 
etic level is also determined by the fact 
human speech is distinguished by a special 
bility in pronunciation, and an ability to 
ge in the very short term, literally in the 
 of one generation of native speakers. 
out new and constantly supplemented 

oepic studies, especially on the material of 
peripheral zones of language, the creation 
the improvement of different automated 
ms, intended for the processing of speech, 
possible. The teaching of Russian as a 

ign language, and also the achievement of 
h level of culture of speech of all of those 
king Russian, is hampered. 

following consideration may serve as an 
tional stimulus for the study of the 
etic periphery of language. The 
ification of the sonic appearances of 
rhigh-frequency words, which is not a 
lar phonetic change, can, nevertheless, 
 to the appearance in the language of 
ely new words, which emerge beyond the 
ework of living oral word usage and 
h become facts of the lexical system. So 

s time this was the matter with the French 
 from mon sieur; or with the Russian 

ibo from the expression Spasi Bog and 
 the particle -s (da-s, požálujte-s etc.) from 
ord sudar’. The same relates to all words, 

 which it is sufficient to hint so that they 
ld be understood, and for which therefore 
 is no necessity to articulate with whole 

rness" (A. Meillet). Taking into account 
prospect the results of studies on the 
rial of the phonetic periphery of language 
me especially urgent. 

e case in question the orthoepy specific of 
e words belonging to different layers of 
bulary is presented in this report. There 
some results of experimental phonetic 

arches of some problems of Russian 
oepy as well. For example, in this report 
specific pronunciation of new-adopted 
s is shown (e.g. voiced consonant in final 

tion – ímidž, pub; hard consonant before 
hic E  – brejk, andánte; softening of 
ired hard consonants – khuаtsyáo, zhyurí; 

 of regular assimilation in consonant 
ps – khalaschárda; etc.) and some 
rentiation rules for abbreviation are 

red; there are also some experimental data 
ariation of Russian stress in some groups 
lexicon (ponyát’; normírovat’) and of 



realization of some consonant groups in 
speech: so-called non-pronounced consonants 
(postskríptum), some consonant complexes 
(ČN - skúčno, ČT - ničtó, TČ - otčízna, DČ - 
podčístit’, TS - otsadít’, DS - predsedátel’, T’S 
- mýt’s’a, TC - otcá, DC - bl’údce, ŽD’ -  den’ 
roždénija and some others). 

To the phonetic periphery we can bring some 
compounds (elèktroenérgija) that in some 
conditions get a second word stress and also 
some usual words in uncommon context: the 
same words in neutral and fixed contexts 
(proverbs, set expressions): bez Bóga v dušé – 
sláva Bógu; serdéčnye lekárstva – drug 
serdéčnyj. 

As to “supernucleus”, the object of our 
researches is a group of Russian auxiliary 
words: the preposition dl’a, the conjunctions 
čto and potomú čto, parenthesis konéčno.  

In addition we supply rather a full list of non-
solved problems of Russian pronunciation 
connected to the vocabulary of the main 
language massif and its phonetic periphery.  

The lists of words obtained as the result of all 
the researches with word-by-word pronounce 
comments are systemized as a dictionary and 
can be used in different purposes from 
development and improving of automatic 
speech-processing (synthesis, recognition, 
transcription) to the problems of teaching 
Russian. 
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